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A new mechanism for increasing the third-order nonlinear optical susceptibility, x (3) , is described
for endohedral metallofullerenes. A two to three orders of magnitude increase in the nonlinear
response is reported for degenerate four-wave mixing experiments conducted with solutions of
Er2@C 82 ~isomer III! relative to empty-cage fullerenes. A value of 28.7310232 esu is found for
the molecular susceptibility, g xy yx , of Er2@C 82 compared to previously reported values of g xxxx
53310234 esu and g xy yx 54310235 esu for C 60 . The results confirm the importance of the
metal-to-cage charge-transfer mechanism for enhancing the nonlinear optical response in
endohedral metallofullerenes. © 1998 American Institute of Physics. @S0003-6951~98!02122-6#

Since the initial discovery1 and development of a technique for macroscopic preparation2 of the archetypal and
most abundant fullerene C 60 , a wealth of fullerene-based
structures have been produced including higher fullerenes,
charge-transfer complexes, fullerene derivatives, superconducting exohedral-doped fullerenes, and carbon nanotubes.
One of the most intriguing fullerene classes is the endohedral
fullerene in which the spheroidal molecular structure is employed to encapsulate a small number of atoms ~one to four!
internal to the cage.3–5 Until recently, the difficult separation
process of endohedral fullerenes had limited their availability
to submilligram levels. Consequently, initial studies of these
materials had primarily been restricted to electron paramagnetic resonance ~EPR! and linear spectroscopy ~UV-vis!.
EPR measurements demonstrated that, for the case of
La@C 82 , the La atom transfers three electrons to the
fullerene cage and resides in the 13 oxidation state.4,5
Metal-to-cage transfer appears to be a common feature of
transition metal-containing endohedral metallofullerenes.
Meanwhile, nonlinear optical studies of empty-cage C 60 and
C 70 have shown that these materials possess both large third
order susceptibilities x (3) (2 v 4 ; v 1 , v 2 , v 3 ) 6–8 ~;10211 esu
compared to a nonresonant value of 5310210 esu for a polydiacetylene polymer,9 for example! and strong optical limiting behavior.10–12 We report here the first nonlinear optical
measurements of an endohedral metallofullerene and find
a dramatic enhancement in the third-order nonlinear optical
response. Degenerate four-wave mixing ~DFWM!
experiments on solutions of the endohedral metallofullerene Er2@C 82 ~Fig. 1! show that the metal-to-cage
charge transfer provides a mechanism for increasing
x (3) (2 v 4 ; v 1 , v 2 , v 3 ) by orders of magnitude relative to
empty-cage fullerenes.
The Er2@C 82 sample was separated and purified using
an automated high performance liquid chromatography
~HPLC! apparatus that yields multimilligram quantities of
pure endohedral metallofullerenes.13–15 The initial endohedral fullerene-containing soot was obtained using the
Kratschmer–Huffman electric arc burning method on cored

graphite rods containing a graphite/metal-oxide mixture. The
resulting soot contains both empty-cage fullerenes of varying
cage size and primarily the endohedral metallofullerenes
Er@C 82 and Er2@C 82 ~three isomers!. Separation of
Er2@C 82 is achieved in a multistep automated HPLC procedure that utilizes Buckyclutcher and Pentabromobenzyl
~PBB! derivatized silica gel columns. The inclusion of the
PBB chromatographic phase in the separation protocol allows the entire separation process to be automated in contrast
with previous procedures.15 Three distinct chromatographic
fractions are identified by mass spectroscopy as Er2@C 82
indicating multiple isomers of this structure. In the final pass,
a single homogeneous chromatographic peak for the latter
eluting fraction, Er2@C 82 ~isomer III!, was obtained utilizing
both the PBB and Buckyclutcher columns. The material utilized in this study is purely that identified15 as isomer III.
The negative-ion mass spectrum for this sample is shown in
Fig. 1. An expansion of the mass range centered at 1319 m/z
is consistent with the predicted isotope distribution for
Er2@C 82 . The total yield of Er2@C 82 is greater than 1% of

FIG. 1. Negative-ion mass spectrum for purified Er2@C 82 ~isomer III!
sample. The minor impurity peak at 1152m/z is due to Er@C 82 . The
computer-generated structure shown in the inset is illustrative and may not
reflect the specific cage symmetry and metal sites of the Er2@C 82 isomer.
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FIG. 2. Absorption spectra of Er2@C 82 and the corresponding empty-cage
structure C 82 in CS 2 .
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FIG. 3. DFWM signal as a function of incident intensity for 2.431024 M
Er2@C 82 in CS 2 , C 82 in CS 2 , and pure CS 2 solvent. The solid curves are
cubic fits for the Er2@C 82 and CS 2 data.

the initial soluble soot which is larger than is typically found
greater than 93% at 1064 nm. In our measurements, the
for La, Sc, and Y extracts.
pump beams are vertically polarized while the probe and
The absorption spectrum of Er2@C 82 ~isomer III! is
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CS 2 (2.931024 mol/l), are contained in 5 mm path length
spectrophotometer cells. For even the most concentrated sowhere N is the number density of solute molecules and f is
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ments are currently underway to measure the nonlinear optical response at these longer wavelengths in both solutions
and pure Er2@C 82 films as well as in other endohedral metallofullerenes.

(3)
FIG. 4. Concentration dependence of x xy
yx (2 v ; v , v ,2 v ) for Er2@C 82 in
CS 2 . The uncertainty is derived from the reproducibility in repeated measurements at a fixed concentration.
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